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About This Game

Story

The sky over Majula is turning black, the ground is starting to decay, and monsters are returning to the world, forcing a group of
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (SP1)
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Memory: 4 GB RAM
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Solid RPG with a quirky sense of humor and a unique art style.. Awesome game 10/10 Pro: - Many characters to choose from,
each with their own abilities, roles and history. Many ways to customize and equip them, with the objects that you can create,
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weapons, accessories, etc. - A very good story and music, that added the entertaining and strategic system of battle and skills,
will make you play for 2 or 3 hours and don't even realize it. Many actions to carry out in the city, which adds more fun and
planning. - The devs are responsible and committed to the game, responding to any inconvenience quickly and trying to solve
the problem actively and agile. Cons: - No open world.. Solid RPG with a quirky sense of humor and a unique art style..
Awesome game 10/10 Pro: - Many characters to choose from, each with their own abilities, roles and history. Many ways to
customize and equip them, with the objects that you can create, weapons, accessories, etc. - A very good story and music, that
added the entertaining and strategic system of battle and skills, will make you play for 2 or 3 hours and don't even realize it.
Many actions to carry out in the city, which adds more fun and planning. - The devs are responsible and committed to the game,
responding to any inconvenience quickly and trying to solve the problem actively and agile. Cons: - No open world.. Solid RPG
with a quirky sense of humor and a unique art style.. Awesome game 10/10 Pro: - Many characters to choose from, each with
their own abilities, roles and history. Many ways to customize and equip them, with the objects that you can create, weapons,
accessories, etc. - A very good story and music, that added the entertaining and strategic system of battle and skills, will make
you play for 2 or 3 hours and don't even realize it. Many actions to carry out in the city, which adds more fun and planning. -
The devs are responsible and committed to the game, responding to any inconvenience quickly and trying to solve the problem
actively and agile. Cons: - No open world.

Game update 1.00.01 : The game has been updated to version 1.00.01. This version includes: -A "Faster Text" option in the
settings menu. Enabling this will cause all text to appear much faster (previously you had to hold down the space bar to enable
faster text). -The "Faster Combat" option now speeds up the new turn indicator and the enemy skill indicator. If you experience
in issues inside the game, please email SupportEFUniverseGames.com or post in the game's steam forum right away.. Technical
Update : Majula Frontier initially used a 32 bit executable, but that seemed to be causing technical issues for a few users, so
from now on the game will use a 64 bit executable.. Bonus Music : The soundtrack DLC now contains an extra song. It's titled
"EF Universe Reclaiming the World Main Theme". This new song was composed by Dale North, who handled the majority of
Majula Frontier's soundtrack.. Majula Frontier is released! : I hope you will play it and have fun.. Game update 1.00.02 : The
game has been updated to version 1.00.02. This version includes: A fix related to the enhance menu A fix related to schematics
and the inventory A fix related to randomness If you experience any issues, please contact SupportEFUniverseGames.com or
make a post in the forums.
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